We come today to share knowledge and wisdom for the sake of children and family units. We are the generation that must change to break the path from conception to prison.

RESEARCHERS THINK TANK OPENING
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Policy Council

Turning our backs on toxic stress is unacceptable. How do we for everyone?

Language can heal.

Reducing/Erasing False Lines

One mind = 2 minds. "Holding us in one mind in a diversity of systems.

Invest in people. Support their values.

Inventory of changed practices on the ground.

Bringing you hear, have you talk. See what emerges from your collective wisdom.

We can't afford Cadillacs. But we can lay the path forward. A future where all children and families live without ACE.

Collective Wisdom

THE PULSE SOUTHEAST

Salish Sea

The research that needs to be done in the world.

1000 people in love.
There is a tipping point coming, it's not far away. Go forth and do radical good!